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WILLIAM ROBERTSON NICOLL, THE KAILYARD NOVEL
AND THE QUESTION OF POPULAR CULTURE

In his influential study *The Break-Up of Britain*, Tom Nairn states an opinion of Kailyard that can reasonably be declared axiomatic: ‘the whole thing is related to the much larger field of popular culture.’ Whether it is used in discussions of Scottish literature, cinema, television, tourism, history or politics, the word Kailyard invariably stands as a synonym for kitsch. The widespread use of the term has resulted, however, in a general assumption that the works of literature most closely associated with it – the early fiction of S.R. Crockett, Ian Maclaren and J.M. Barrie – must also be understood (and in some senses dismissed) as popular culture. In discussions about Kailyard, these three writers are often lumped together with images from various media with which they are at best only tangentially related. There is little similarity between a Barrie novel and a strip cartoon in the *Sunday Post*, yet commentators regularly see such divergent texts as part of the same ongoing movement in Scottish culture; a movement that allegedly promotes a cheapening, evasive, stereotyped view of Scottish life. Even if we narrow the discussion to the literary scene at the end of the nineteenth century, the assumption remains that the Kailyard novel represents a newly-emerging form of popular fiction which would come to flower in the early years of the twentieth century. In a recent essay, Beth Dickson has suggested that ‘continuing confusions about the Kailyard in Scottish criticism’ are caused by a failure to ‘distinguish effectively between popular and literary writing’. Once we ‘understand the significance of the Kailyard as popular literature’, she argues, we can ‘cut the Gordian knot of the Kailyard’ and see it at last for what it is – ‘an outright Scottish success.’

The easy identification of Kailyard with popular culture is, however, misleading in two important ways. Firstly, it misrepresents the artistic standing that J.M. Barrie held in the literary culture of the 1890s. In support of her argument, Dickson contrives to misread a review by Margaret Oliphant in *Blackwood’s Magazine*, where *A Window in Thrums* is discussed within the context of popular fiction. In this review, Barrie’s text is separated off from what Oliphant calls ‘the host of little books which are finding their way to immense popularity in Scotland’, not included among them, as Dickson claims. In contrast to the work of Annie S. Swan, Robina F. Hardy and John Strathesk, Oliphant sees Barrie as ‘a disciple to whom Sir Walter would have held out his kind hand, and in whom we can take an honest pride.’ Like so many other things, proper understanding of the critical reception of Barrie’s fiction has been obscured by his subsequent association with the work of Crockett and Maclaren. Another critic who argues for the identification of Kailyard with popular culture is Cairns Craig, who states that to compare Kailyard with ‘high
art’ is to make a ‘simple category mistake’, and points to the fact that Barrie’s The Little Minister was three times made into a Hollywood film. Yet when that novel first appeared in 1891 it was seen by reviewers as one of the two great literary events of the year, the other being Tess of the D’Urbervilles. To his contemporaries, Barrie’s work was always seen as serious literature. George Meredith wrote to him in praise of The Little Minister saying ‘I am comforted in seeing that work like yours is warmly greeted by press and public’ and seven years later Joseph Conrad listed Barrie with Kipling and Meredith as among ‘the writers who deserve attention’ on the current literary scene.

It is not my intention, however, to use this essay offer a full account of the critical reception of Barrie’s fiction. Instead, I want to focus on a second, more significant, way in which the identification of Kailyard with popular culture is misleading. Because that easy identification obscures one of the main reasons why the Kailyard became so notorious in the 1890s. As I will argue, a good deal of contemporary debate about the fiction of Crockett and Maclaren was prompted precisely because it was not seen as popular culture. What has never been fully appreciated is that because of the promotional strategies of the influential critic and reviewer, William Robertson Nicoll, the Kailyard (insofar as it consists of Crockett and Maclaren) was a critical as well as a popular success. Using Nicoll as the main focus of discussion, I want to consider some of the material conditions of the production and reception of the work of Barrie, Crockett and Maclaren. Greater understanding of these conditions will help to clarify the relationship between their work and contemporary debates over popular culture, as well as helping to explain why the Kailyard became so central to the critical understanding of Scottish literature in the twentieth century.

William Robertson Nicoll was once memorably described by Clement Shorter as ‘the most successful Christian in history’. Born in 1851, he had been Minister of the Free Church in Kelso, Aberdeenshire, for seven years when he met Thomas Stoughton of the firm Hodder & Stoughton in 1884 and agreed to become editor of the theological paper The Expositor. When, shortly afterwards, he resigned his ministerial position following a typhoid illness, Nicoll proceeded to become Editor and Literary Advisor to Hodder & Stoughton, a position in which he remained until his death in 1923. One of the first of many achievements in his role with Hodder was to set up and edit a new penny newspaper, The British Weekly, which first appeared in November 1886 and soon acquired a six-figure circulation. Subtitled ‘A Journal of Christian and Social Progress’, the venture had a clear religious impulse but was also driven by an overt political aim – to reunite the Liberal Party which had become divided over the Home Rule question. It soon became the main organ of Liberal nonconformist thought but as well as its political and religious impulses the paper had a strong literary emphasis from the outset, and was a major forum for reviews and articles on literary topics. This is an important point to note because it is often assumed, wrongly, that the Kailyard stories were first circulated in a context where religious writing, rather than literature,
was the principal, or only, focus. Early contributors to *The British Weekly* included such established literary figures as Robert Louis Stevenson and Walter Besant, and soon short stories and serial novels were appearing within its pages. Nicoll probably wrote well over half of the contents of every issue and advanced his views on contemporary literature in two review columns signed with the pseudonyms ‘Claudius Clear’ and ‘A Man of Kent.’

Although it is widely recognised that *The British Weekly* provided an important forum for the production of Kailyard fiction – the work of Barrie, Crockett and Maclaren is often referred to as the British Weekly School – it is only really the career of Maclaren that is indelibly tied to this newspaper. Most of Crockett’s early sketches were published in *The Christian Leader*, and it was not Nicoll but Edward Garnett who, in his position as manuscript reader for the publishing firm of T. Fisher Unwin, provided advice and support for Crockett in his early career. So far as Barrie is concerned, only a very small amount of his work was ever published in *The British Weekly*. His novel of literary life *When a Man’s Single* (which is not remotely religious in subject-matter) was first serialised in *The British Weekly* (1887-8) and earlier versions of about one third of the chapters in *A Window in Thrums* (1889) appeared between its covers. William Donaldson, although accurately capturing the purpose of Nicoll’s venture, is wrong to lump Barrie together with its ideological framework:

> The pietistic fiction of Barrie and Maclaren was intended as a contribution to the dilemma which called the *British Weekly* into existence, the acute crisis in English liberal nonconformism during the last two decades of the nineteenth century.

It is certainly true that Nicoll had an important influence on Barrie’s career and was responsible for encouraging the author to turn his Auld Licht articles into a book, but in truth Barrie operated apart from and beyond *The British Weekly* in his early career, writing on a much wider range of subjects in a variety of other newspapers and magazines. Significantly, his longer novels were all published by the firm of Cassell.

*Auld Licht Idylls* (1888) and *A Window in Thrums* (1889) are nevertheless extremely important volumes in the history of the publishing firm of Hodder & Stoughton. They were published at a time when the firm’s list was still dominated by non-fictional religious books. Nicoll had a determination to take Hodder & Stoughton beyond its rather limited concern with religious publishing towards a broader subject base, and it was undoubtedly the moderate commercial success of Barrie’s early works and the considerable commercial success of Ian Maclaren’s books in the mid-1890s that enabled him to achieve his goal. Nicoll’s influence on the Rev. John Watson was more absolute than it was on Barrie, as he was almost singularly responsible for discovering, encouraging, publishing and marketing ‘Ian Maclaren’. In his biography of the author, Nicoll records how he played a vital part in the writing and arrangement of Maclaren’s
early sketches of Scottish life, which were published in *The British Weekly* and which later appeared in the best-selling books *Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush* and *The Days of Auld Langsyne*. At the time when he was first approached by Nicoll, Watson had been minister of the Presbyterian Free Church in Sefton Park, Liverpool for ten years. Nicoll had arranged for Watson to contribute a series of articles to *The Expositor* (which were later republished in a volume entitled *The Mind of the Master* in 1896), but his keen eye for the market soon turned in a different direction when the two men met for the first time in London:

I was so much struck by the racy stories and character-sketches with which Watson regaled us, that I suggested he should make some articles out of them. The idea had never struck him, and was at first unwelcome. But I kept on persuading him. I had no success till I was accompanying him to the station, when I pressed the matter on him. Just before he said good-bye he promised to try, and in a few days the first sketch arrived. It was clever but disappointing. […] I returned this to Watson stating objections. He sent a second sketch, also more or less unsatisfactory. Then he sent the first four chapters of what is now known as *The Bonnie Brier Bush* complete, and I knew on reading them that his popularity was assured.15

*Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush* was published in book form in October 1894 and was followed a year later by *The Days of Auld Langsyne*. Like Crockett’s early works, the two books sold prodigiously. According to the *British Weekly* nearly 130,000 copies of *Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush* were sold in Britain and America within the first year.16 A recently published article in *Book History* has analysed statistical tables of best-sellers published in the 1890s. From these statistics, we can infer that the fiction of Crockett and Maclaren was among the best-selling of its day.17 In 1894 and 1895 *Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush* was topped in the lists only by George Du Maurier’s *Trilby* (which John Sutherland considers ‘possibly the bestselling single novel of the century.’)18 Maclaren’s sales were certainly much greater than those of Barrie, whose early works, whilst moderately successful, cannot be considered best-sellers. Denis Mackail estimates that *A Window in Thrums* earned Barrie ‘eighty pounds in the first year’, which, based on a royalty of one shilling per copy (the book retailed at six shillings), meant that about 1600 copies of the book were sold.19 *The Little Minister* was much more successful – around 24,000 copies at various prices were sold in the first fourteen months – but these figures hardly rank with Maclaren’s.20 What is noticeable, however, is that Barrie’s works begin to sell more rapidly after the success of Maclaren and Crockett. *Sentimental Tommy* (1896) and *Margaret Ogilvy* (1896) generated much more immediate sales than *Auld Licht Idylls* and *A Window in Thrums* and featured prominently in the British and American best-seller charts. Nevertheless, it is wrong to conceive of Barrie as a best-selling author in the same mould as Crockett and Maclaren, just as it is wrong to look upon his critical reception as that of a popular author.
The statistical tables of best-sellers record that over the years 1891-1901 it was the works of Crockett that made the lists more often than any other author, including Marie Corelli, who is generally identified as the best-selling of all Victorian and Edwardian novelists. Maclaren takes fourth place in this survey with Kipling third and Barrie ninth. Crucially, the analysis also indicates no discernible difference between Scotland and England in the consumption of the works of Barrie, Crockett and Maclaren. Their books sold as well in Glasgow and Aberdeen as they did in London, Birmingham, Manchester and Dublin; indeed, the evidence suggests that in Scotland sales of their books were greater than those of Corelli, Hall Caine and other best-selling English novelists. The oft-repeated statement that the Kailyard novels were shunned by Scots and consumed predominantly by an English audience cannot be sustained in light of this evidence.

It is not just their considerable sales, however, that make Maclaren and Crockett typical among best-selling authors of the 1890s. Like Corelli, Du Maurier and Hall Caine, both writers acquired celebrity status, befitting the cult of personality that so characterised the age. As Peter Keating has summarised, this was an era when ‘what anyone connected with books did or looked like became newsworthy.’ A letter from Barrie to Arthur Quiller-Couch brilliantly captures the tenor of the times. Writing from Kirriemuir in 1893 he remarks: ‘I see from the papers that I am in Switzerland with Maarten Maartens. Hope I’m enjoying myself.’ The British Weekly was one of many papers to adopt this practice of literary gossip, and the reports of Ian Maclaren indicate how he was brought irresistibly before the public eye. Whether it be his opening a bazaar in Barrie’s home town of Kirriemuir; his lecturing on ‘Certain Traits in the Scottish Character’ at Grindelwald; his speaking at Badenoch and Laggan, the YMCA in Stirling, or in any number of places and situations, the public were told about it. The same was true of Crockett. As David Christie Murray, a contemporary observer, noted:

The curiosity with which a section of the newspaper press has been inspired as to Mr. Crockett’s personal whereabouts, as to his comings and goings, his engagements for the future, and his prices ‘per thousand words’, would have seemed to indicate that in him we had discovered a person of considerably more than the average height.

Some novelists, such as James and Conrad, looked in scorn upon this aspect of contemporary literary life. Best-selling authors, however, such as Maclaren and Crockett, revelled in it and eagerly lapped up the public interest in their lives. Both authors responded to the American innovation of the personal interview, which was a regular feature of British magazines in the 1890s. Raymond Blathwayt, ‘the most famous exponent of the genre’, interviewed Maclaren for Great Thoughts, and further interviews with both Crockett and Maclaren were published in a variety of magazines. In such articles there was little discussion of the writers’ books, but plenty of background information
about their lives, ways and habits. Pictures of their homes, desks, libraries and gardens mingled with photographs of Galloway or Drumtochty. The contemporary cultural interest was thus vested as much in the authors’ personalities as it was in their books.

Nowhere was the impact of the personality of Ian Maclaren felt more than in his visits to America. Thomas Knowles has shown how Barrie, Crockett, and particularly Maclaren were regularly at the top of the American best-seller lists in the 1890s, and has explored some of the likely reasons behind their transatlantic vogue. One of these was clearly the volume of Scottish emigrants, and when Maclaren undertook a series of lecture tours throughout America the organisers played on the nostalgic strain of his work. A contemporary article on the author reported that ‘the people, especially the settlers from Bonnie Scotland, thought it a very little thing to travel two or three hundred miles, to hear the man who could write so exquisitely of the land of Wallace and Burns.’ Maclaren himself noted that he was often introduced as ‘an old friend, whom we all know well’. Although most of his lectures consisted of readings from his work, Maclaren also preached, and spoke on Burns and on Scottish life and character. Giving lectures was a standard practice for the best-selling author and it is quite possible that Maclaren, emulating Dickens, made more money from his lectures and public readings than he did from the considerable sales of his books. Nicoll reported that the receipts of the three lectures he gave in Chicago were ‘not below 8,000 dols.’ Major Pond, the organiser of the tours, was reported as saying that Maclaren was ‘in greater demand than any foreigner who has ever come to America.’ Given this, it is perhaps not surprising that Maclaren even got to lunch with the President.

None of this is true of Barrie, who is often incorrectly lumped together with Crockett and Maclaren in this respect. Like Conrad and James, Barrie shied away from publicity. He refused to have his photograph published in magazines, frequently declined invitations to talk at public events and turned down several offers to undertake lecture tours of America.

The reason why the Kailyard School became so notorious within contemporary debate cannot, however, simply be explained by the commercial success and status of Crockett and Maclaren. Commenting on Ian Campbell’s book, Kailyard, David S. Robb posed a question that remains as pertinent now as it did in 1983:

The question seems to me to be, not, why is kailyard writing so poor and why is so much Scottish literature tainted by its tendencies, but why was it ever mistaken for really serious and important Scottish literature?

The answer lies in the promotion of Crockett and Maclaren as high art and the subsequent reaction against this by contemporary critics. Without Nicoll’s marketing strategies the term Kailyard would probably never have acquired the
lasting notoriety it has, and the books associated with it would have been forgotten – in the same way as many other Victorian best-sellers have been forgotten – as fleeting novelties.

Nicoll’s role as literary editor to Hodder & Stoughton was a considerable one but it wasn’t just his effect on the internal affairs of a publishing house that made him such a giant in the literary world at the turn of the century. His extraordinarily penetrative reviewing strategies enabled him to exert a remarkable control over the decisions of a section of the reading public and, consequently, over the reputations of countless authors. In the words of Dixon Scott:

Every Thursday, in the British Weekly, Sir W. Robertson Nicoll addresses an audience far more numerous, far more responsive, far more eagerly in earnest, than that controlled by any other living critic. He praises a book – and instantly it is popular. He dismisses one, gently – and it dies. He controls the contents of a bookshelves of a thousand homes – they change beneath his fingers like bright keyboards – and every alteration means the modification of a mind. What Claudius Clear reads on Wednesday, half of Scotland and much of England is reading before the end of the week.36

Nicoll’s considerable industry made him a master of the art of multiple-reviewing, a famous case being the tremendous debunking of Arthur Conan Doyle’s comic work of fiction, A Duet. When this book appeared in 1899 no less than six reviewers charged it as immoral. The six were anonymous writers in the Daily Chronicle, the American Bookman and the London Bookman; ‘Claudius Clear’ and ‘A Man of Kent’ in The British Weekly and ‘O.O.’ in The Sketch. All six were Robertson Nicoll, and when Conan Doyle found out he wrote in protest to the Daily Chronicle, precipitating an exchange of letters with Nicoll on ‘The Ethics of Criticism’.37

In such ways Nicoll developed a much-respected if rather dubious reputation as a man who could single-handedly make or destroy a book. For some writers this made the prospect of an association with Hodder & Stoughton a lucrative one. Arnold Bennett found himself so tempted when seeking to find a new publisher for The Old Wives’ Tale in 1909. He told his agent J.B. Pinker that ‘it would not be bad thing to have some slight connection with H & S because such a connection would undoubtedly influence Claudius Clear’s criticisms. I have the greatest contempt for them as an artist […] but the effect of his criticisms is undeniable.’38 Nicoll gave the book a good review and then, when Hodder duly issued an edition in 1910, had what Bennett called ‘his sickly praise’ emblazoned across the front binding of the book. Bennett was appalled.39

Nicoll’s most remarkable and controversial log-rolling success, however, was his promotion of Crockett and Maclaren in the 1890s. There is no great mystery as to why Nicoll took such an interest in these writers. Shared religious and national characteristics undoubtedly fuelled the association but Nicoll would also have welcomed their stories for more literary reasons. He had a firm
belief that literature should have a moral basis and feared and distrusted the influence of naturalist developments in fiction. For this reason, the sentimental technique of Maclaren, in particular, and its allied vision of a universal religious community based on feeling, rather than doctrine, appealed deeply to his values. Nicoll sowed the seeds of the booming of Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush two weeks before the book was published, announcing in the Bookman that it was ‘confidently anticipated by many competent judges that the book will place the author in the first rank.’ Then, when the book was published in October 1894, he devoted an entire front page of The British Weekly to reviewing it, claiming that ‘from the artistic point of view it is an unquestionable and marked success’, and declaring that Maclaren was ‘unsurpassed by any living writer in the gift of pathos.’

His review of Crockett’s The Stickit Minister, published the year before, had been similarly outlandish, claiming that the book gave the author ‘a very high place among his fellow artists,’ and that ‘one is tempted to say that Mr Crockett is a man of genius.’ Nicoll’s determination to uphold Crockett’s reputation led him some time later to insert a report in the Bookman that ‘the criticism “The Lilac Sunbonnet” has been subjected to in London has not interfered with its sale. On the contrary, it has sold much more rapidly than any former book by the same author.’ When he reviewed another Crockett novel two years later he was still making extravagant comparisons, suggesting that ‘if anyone wishes to understand why Mr Crockett is so popular, and why it is well he should be popular, let him do as I did – read “The Men of the Moss Hags” and follow it immediately with the last instalment of Mr Hardy’s “Hearts Insurgent.”’ Nor was this simply a case of Nicoll being characteristically prudish about the serial that was to become Jude the Obscure; Frank Swinnerton recalled that Nicoll greatly admired Hardy and considered him ‘the most winning literary man’ he had ever met.

Nicoll must have been aware that not everyone was likely to agree with his assessment of Crockett and Maclaren, and he attempted to validate their achievement further by repeatedly claiming that their work was difficult to produce. In one instance, he published a letter in The British Weekly entitled ‘To a Writer of Scottish Idylls’, which purported to be a reply to an author who had sent Nicoll some of his work. It is impossible to say whether the letter is genuine or merely a clever publicity gimmick, but whatever the case, Nicoll was clearly setting out to refute the claims that were now being made that it was all too easy to write ‘Scottish idylls’:

When you read in the newspapers of the immense circulation and fame which some Scottish Idylls have achieved, you are apt to imagine that the writers have found the easiest way to the top which was ever revealed to man. When the experiment is made, it will be seen that no kind of work is more difficult than theirs.
The first critic to launch an attack on Nicoll’s reviewing methods was the writer who first applied the term Kailyard – J.H. Millar, writing in the *New Review* in 1895. Among other things, Millar attacked the way Crockett was ‘almost wholly the result of the modern method of reviewing’:

> Not only has he enjoyed the benefit of the ingenious system of log-rolling consistently practised by a portion of the so-called religious press, but many other newspapers and reviews have conspired to overwhelm him with fulsome and exaggerated flattery.⁴⁸

These sentiments were echoed by the young John Buchan in an article published in the *Glasgow Herald* in the same year. Again singling out Crockett, Buchan drew attention to what he saw as the inappropriate categorisation of certain works as serious literature:

> Idylls of humble country life have lately grown upon us thick and fast; charming pieces of literature many of them; nigh perfect in their narrow sphere […] But some gentlemen of the press, whose interest is to puff such books, do not let the matter rest here. These unpretentious and delightful volumes are gravely set above work with which they are scarcely even comparable.⁴⁹

The criticism was not lost on Nicoll who responded in *The British Weekly* by combining notice of the article with a short review of Buchan’s *Sir Quixote*, which he took to be little more than imitation Crockett. ‘I hope Mr Buchan will some day do some good work’, he wrote, ‘and meanwhile he need not trouble his head about the Scottish school. The little finger of the least of them is as yet much thicker than his loins.’⁵⁰

Buchan’s article had concluded with a view of artistic production that was characteristic of its age. Calling Crockett at his worst ‘only a boisterous talker,’ he wrote: ‘no man, however high his spirits and rich the life within him, can hope to be a great writer save by the restraint, the pains, the hard and bitter drudgery of his art.’ The ease with which certain writers like Crockett and Maclaren seemed to be able to achieve popular success contributed to this alternative image of the ‘true’ artist compelled, like Reardon in Gissing’s *New Grub Street* (1891), to labour on in financial ruin in the service of his art. Buchan had his revenge on Nicoll when he portrayed him satirically in one of his novels, *Castle Gay* (1930).

It is important to realise, then, that much of the contemporary attack on Kailyard fiction was to do with debates over high and low culture and with the etiquette of reviewing. Buchan’s criticisms were repeated by the English novelist David Christie Murray, who in his critical book, *My Contemporaries in Fiction*, complained of ‘the “boom” which has lately filled heaven and earth with respect to the achievements of the new Scotch school’. Like Millar and Buchan before him, he singled out Crockett, remarking that ‘the unblushing
effrontery of those gentlemen of the press who have set him on a level with Sir Walter is the most mournful and most contemptible thing in association with the poorer sort of criticism which has been encountered of late years.’ Murray added a further assault with regard to Maclaren, saying that ‘here is another case where the hysterical overpraise of the critics has done a capable workman a serious injustice.’

The most interesting of all these critics, however, was a writer in the *Glasgow Evening Times* signing himself ‘Rix’, who wrote an article published on 6 January 1897 entitled ‘The Slump in Kail Runts’. ‘Rix’ declared the Kailyard to be in decline and proceeded to attack it on a number of counts. He was concerned about the future understanding of Scottish literary history and feared that a lot of second-rate material might become indelibly marked upon tradition. Posterity has proved him right. In a prophetic statement, he wrote of Kailyard that:

Most readers must be weary of the outworn word itself, as they are of the class of writing for which it stands. But the word has become part of the language, and will probably survive the books which it connotes.

Significantly, Rix was quick to exclude Barrie from what he understood as the Kailyard, considering him to have been ‘brought, somewhat unfairly, into the same gallery.’ But it wasn’t so much the word that distressed him as the whole question of reputation. Of Crockett and Maclaren, he wrote:

their absurdly inflated reputations has been made by an ingenious system of log-rolling, whose perfect construction and success in working are without parallel in modern literary records.

Nicoll, clearly the target of this attack, replied in his column ‘A Man of Kent’ in *The British Weekly* a week later, quoting ‘accurate and verified figures of sales for 1896’ that amounted, when the ‘three best known of these writers’ were taken into account, to ‘over half a million.’ Given this, Nicoll argued that ‘articles about the slump might perhaps in the circumstances be held over’ and proceeded to offer a general defence of the Kailyard books:

Nobody says that these Scotch books have made anyone think less of Scotland; nobody can say that they have done anything to corrupt the minds of their readers. They have made everywhere for tenderness, for purity, for a higher standard of life.

The response Rix gave to this reveals the clear difference in opinion between the two critics over what constituted literary success:

“A Man of Kent” asks if I “can tell him of anything in the least degree comparable in contemporary literature.” I frankly admit I cannot tell
him of anything in the least degree comparable in contemporary bookselling. Why this perpetual dragging in of America? And why this continual harping upon sales, as if they formed the first and last tribunals before which all authors must come?53

In discussing whether good sales should be taken as an indicator of literary value, the debate between Nicoll and ‘Rix’ is characteristic of its age. What is perhaps surprising is that it is a writer in an evening newspaper who is adopting the cultural high ground. To many writers and critics of the time, good sales necessarily indicated artistic compromise, and this inverse relation between popularity and literary value became a fundamental part of Modernism.54 It is in this wider context that we must place Nicoll’s multifarious editorial and reviewing strategies and the critical reception of the Kailyard. Nicoll differed from the modernists in that he wanted to work with the new reading public, and was thus keen to find works of literature that were appealing to the masses but also serious-minded as well as ethically sound. The ‘Scottish Idyllists’ were, for him, the best example.

The most scathing attack on Nicoll came in T.W.H. Crosland’s scathing attack on all things Scottish, The Unspeakable Scot. It seems certain that animosity towards Nicoll alone drove Crosland to his unflinching diatribe, but it is easy to miss the importance and specificity of what he is saying beneath the unabashedly racist rhetoric. His satirical attack on Nicoll’s editorial characteristics is worth quoting in full as an accurate portrait of what really took place in the pages of The British Weekly:

Any author who is doing well – that is to say, any author whose record of sales entitles him to be considered a success – may always reckon on a large hospitality in Dr. Nicoll’s journals, and will always find Dr. Nicoll and his merry men beaming round the corner and hat in hand. It is a matter of what would you like, sir? all the time. Are you spending your holiday cruising on the blue Mediterranean in the Duchess of Puttleham’s yacht? Very good. Paragraph in the column signed “Man of Kent,” with a delicate reference to your last great novel. Have you projects? Equally good. Mr So-and-So is, I understand, hard at work on his next great novel. Will your new book, 30,000 copies of which have been sold before the day of publication, make its appearance on April 1? Capital. Send us portraits of yourself at all ages from three months to the present day, pictures of the modest tenement in which you were born, and of your present town-house and little place in the country, and, bless your heart, we will do the rest. Do people say that the great novel, of which you have sold fifty million copies in England and America, is a pot-boiler and a failure? Dear, dear me! You have our heartiest sympathies sir, and if you would like to vindicate your character as an artist in a couple of pages in the British Weekly, why, my dear sir, they are at your service.55
Crosland went on to map out a clear reason for his resentment of Nicoll’s methods by writing: ‘I do not say that there is any terrific harm in this species of enterprise. That it pleases the mass of mankind and therefore sells papers goes without saying. On the other hand it is quite subversive of the best interests of letters.’ It was as a result of the success of publications like those created by Robertson Nicoll that the question of what was ‘the best interest of letters’ became such a heated topic of debate in the final decades of the century.

There is, however, something more positive to say about Nicoll within this very context. It is easy to be too one-sided about his interests and tastes. However much he invested value in popularity, and however much he mistrusted naturalism and took the sentimental piety of Maclaren as his touchstone for literary excellence, he nevertheless admired, advised and wrote warmly of such diverse figures as Gissing, Hardy and Yeats. Nor did he acquire his exalted position on the contemporary literary scene by a fluke. He was enormously well-read and took an eager interest in the dissemination of literature and literary knowledge. Nicoll has received considerable attention for his political, religious and moral outlook. What has been less documented is the serious ambition he held in the literary sphere. Of course his morals, politics and religious beliefs affected his opinions on literature, but he was greatly interested in the history and development of literature in itself. Even within the pages of the British Weekly – a newspaper with a strong political and religious accent – it is clear that literature and writing were Nicoll’s most favoured subjects. At Hodder & Stoughton he oversaw a number of ambitious publishing projects that sought to provide a grand history of Nineteenth-Century literature, and at the time of his death he was planning to write a single-authored history of that period himself.

In all of his publishing and editorial ventures Nicoll tried to be responsive to the new demands of the increased readership and mass markets brought about by the reforms in education. His most important and successful venture in this respect was the launching of The Bookman in 1891. This magazine remains a neglected landmark in Victorian literary publishing and represents a major attempt to shape the course of British literary culture. Set up and run by Nicoll, it soon took over from the Athenaeum as the main site of book advertising and reviewing and became not only ‘the most widely read literary periodical in Britain’ but one which also achieved considerable status as a serious-minded literary magazine. It was the first successful magazine of its kind devoted entirely to literature, and Nicoll’s aims were specifically to fill a gap in the market, as he wrote to Marcus Dods:

My experience is that there is a great class of literary aspirants whose wants are met in no way. Then a great many like to know about books and to be guided, but they don’t wish it more than once a month, and they can’t wade through reviews like the Athenaeum and Academy. Who can read a complete number of either?
In the words of Frank Swinnerton, *The Bookman* 'united moderately serious literary criticism with gossip to an extent previously unknown in London journalism.' Swinnerton was perhaps a little too cautious. Whilst *The Bookman* was never aimed at a scholarly or academic readership it acquired considerable literary respectability. Writers were not embarrassed to be associated with it like they were *Tit Bits* and other examples of the new journalism, and it boasted among its contributors some of the most important writers and critics of the day: Hardy, Swinburne, Pater, Chesterton, Barrie, Quiller-Couch, Lang, Lionel Johnson, George Saintsbury, and, most strikingly, W.B. Yeats, who contributed reviews and essays to all but the first of the opening ten numbers.

As easily the most widely-read literary magazine of the day, *The Bookman* was crucial in disseminating opinion, and Maclaren and Crockett were afforded as privileged a place within its covers as any other contemporary novelist, carrying their work still further into a paradigm of high art. Both were given full-length, six page articles and featured in the supplements that were issued with each volume on leading nineteenth-century authors. In this context they were grouped not only with near-contemporaries like Meredith, Ruskin and Hardy, but with Austen, Scott and Dickens as well, and were thus identified as an integral part of the British literary tradition. It was this inappropriate elevation of what was clearly second-rate work into the realm of high art that explains in part why these seemingly harmless books provoked such outrage among future Scottish intellectuals. Because the works of Maclaren and Crockett came to be seen as serious Scottish literature they became part of what was seen as the Scottish literary tradition, and the term Kailyard was fixed as the co-ordinate around which twentieth-century writers would understand their cultural heritage.

It is only when we begin to take into account the material conditions of the production and reception of Kailyard texts that we can unravel their full significance to the subsequent history of Scottish literature. Indeed, criticism of the late-Victorian period in general would do well to pay more attention to the material conditions under which Scottish literature was produced, the forms in which texts circulated, and the means by which critical reputations were established. Such an approach would certainly help to release J.M. Barrie’s work from the critical constraints of the Kailyard, and it would afford a greater and more accurate understanding of the contemporary significance of the fiction of Crockett and Maclaren, not to mention a host of other, more neglected, figures. Most significantly of all, however, a critical approach that situates writers and texts in what Pierre Bourdieu has called ‘The Field of Cultural Production’ would illuminate the considerable influence that Scottish figures like Robertson Nicoll had on the shaping of British literary culture at the end of the nineteenth century. The effect of such an influence has yet to be seriously addressed, let alone fully considered.
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*University of Reading*
Why did Nicoll think otherwise? The question is made the more difficult by the fact that, at times, he was aware that representing “believing criticism” as a spiritual benefit was questioned by leading Higher Critics themselves. The best known of these were the so-called Kailyard School. They were narrowly focused on the past, ignoring the present, and did not display the kind of atmosphere that would inspire excitement or even positive feelings about the Church and its future (p. 182). Nicoll praised these books as “great literature”; an opinion which led to them being “often rammed down the throats of the Presbyterian young.” The Kailyard school of Scottish fiction (1880-1914) was developed in the last decades of the 19th century as a reaction against what was seen as increasingly coarse writing representing Scottish life complete with all its blemishes. It has been considered to be an overly sentimental representation of rural life, cleansed of real problems and issues that affected the people, but proved for a time extremely popular. Its name derives ultimately from the Scots “kailyaird” or “kailyard”, which means a small cabbage patch (see kale) or kitchen garden, usually adjacent to a ... Writers of the Kailyard school included Gabriel Setoun and S. R. Crockett.
The Kailyard school of Scottish fiction (1880–1914) was developed in the last decades of the 19th century as a reaction against what was seen as increasingly coarse writing representing Scottish life complete with all its blemishes. It has been considered to be an overly sentimental representation of rural life, cleansed of real problems and issues that affected the people, but proved for a time extremely popular. Its name derives ultimately from the Scots "kailyaird" or "kailyard", which means a small cabbage patch (see kale) or kitchen garden, usually adjacent to a ... Writers of the Kailyard school included Gabriel Setoun and S. R. Crockett.
Thomson’s 1927 book Caledonia broached the “condition of Scotland” question that preoccupied Blake and other Scottish intellectuals into the 1930s. Late in 1929, Blake was introduced to Geoffrey Faber, by Frank Vigor Morley. Andrew Nash, (2004) William Robertson Nicoll, the Kailyard novel and the question of popular culture. Scottish Studies Review, 5 (1). pp. 57–73. ISSN 1745-3186 at note 2. Andrew nash. William robertson nicoll, the kailyard novel and the question of popular culture. In his influential study The Break-Up of Britain, Tom Nairn states an opinion of Kailyard that can reasonably be declared axiomatic: “the whole thing is related to the much larger eld of popular culture.” Whether it is used in discussions of Scottish literature, cinema, television, tourism, history or politics, the word Kailyard invariably stands as a synonym for kitsch. In discussions about Kailyard, these three writers are often lumped together with images from various media with which they are at best only tangentially related.